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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

In this aera of globalization, tremendous industries established with amotive of earning profit in both sectors i.e. private and government. They produceboth tangible and intangible products. The industries which produce productssuch as beer, soft drinks, soap, sweet, noodles etc. are called manufacturingindustries and the industries that produce service such as Hotel, Consultancy,Parlor etc. are called service industries. For both types of industries, inventorymanagement plays a vital role to achieve their goal of profit maximization throughthe efficient management of both inputs and output as well.Industrialization is a comparatively new phenomenon in Nepal. Industrialdevelopment in Nepal however started getting regular attention of thegovernment since the development plans was started. Several industries wereestablished under the public sector with the technical assistance of foreigncountries. By this a large number of manufacturing companies were seen inexistence in the public sector also. But the financial position is not growing as thegrowth of the numbers.The modern concept of inventory management can be traced to 1915-1922when some leading profounder like R.C. Davis, H.S.Own, E.F.Clark and K.C.Wilsondeveloped an economic lot size equation which minimized the sum of carryingand ordering cost for particular material whose demand is known and constant.Manufacturing means any industries that make product from raw material bythe use of labor or machinery, which is usually carried out systematically with adivision of labor. J.K Soap & Chemicals Industries Pvt. Ltd. is one of themanufacturing and processing company of soaps which supplies sufficientquantity of quality products at right time at reasonable price. In the context ofglobalization companies are free to enter the market of any nation. If the finishedproducts are not sufficient to meet the demand of customers regularly, thecustomers may shift to the other close substitutes resulting into permanent loss to
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the firm. So to solve the great problem of demand and supply of raw materials andfinished products the company should use the scientific techniques of inventorymanagement.Inventory is any stored resources that are used to satisfy a current orfuture need for smooth operation of the firm. Large amount of fund should havebeen invested in inventory. A detailed list of items such as goods in stocks, aperson’s property, the contents of storage box, room, building, furniture etc. alongwith a statement giving the nature and value of each item is inventory. So it mustbe considered that proper management of inventory using modern and scientificaccounting systems, methods and techniques as much as possible to achieve thepredetermined objectives of the firm. There is no doubt that company whichignores the role of inventory management ultimately declines from today’scompetitive market. Therefore inventory management plays a great role incontinuous sales and production process.
1.1.1 Introduction of J.K Soap & Chemicals Industries Pvt. Ltd.J.K soap and chemicals industries Pvt. Ltd. is a manufacturing companywhich was established on 24th Falgun 2054 under the Company Act 2049. It hadbeen started its production from the factory which was situated in Mangalapur,Rupandehi with initially authorized capital of Rs thirty five crore thirty four lakhninety eight thousand eight hundred and issued & paid up capital of Rs 4 crorethirty eight lakh. The main shareholders of this company are Ashok KumarKasaudhan and Satish Kasaudhan. The main objective of this company is toprovide the best quality product at a reasonable price all over of the country.J.K soap industries is employing 75 persons, has a plant with the capacityof producing 25 M. Ton per day. Out of 75 persons, 10 are working in top level,15 are in middle level and remaining persons are working in lower level. Thecompany is producing different varieties of soaps. Basically it has classified itsproduction in to three types. They are laundry soap, detergent soap and bathingsoap.  Rupa 72%, Kiran, Gagan, Rupa Washing Pouder and IRIS bathing soap arethe main product of the company. These products are marketed allover of thecountry.
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For the production of different types of soaps, different types of rawmaterials are used like palm acid oil, palm fatty acid oil, soap stone pouder, salt,caustic soda and soap color. All these raw materials are imported fromneighboring as well as other third countries like India, Malaysia, China andAustralia. In the initial years of establishment, it had sold Rs. eighty lakh twentythousand two hundred and thirty three value of soaps which increased to Rs.fifteen crore fifty eight lakh seventy six thousand nine hundred sixty seven andsixty three paisa value of soaps in the fiscal year 066/67.For distributing the soaps all over Nepal various dealers are available atdifferent places like Pokhara, Narayangath, Kathmandu, Baglung,  Surkhet,Nepalgunj, Biratnagar, Birgunj and Siraha. The company had given primeimportance to its quality product for which it had established well equippedlaboratory to assess the quality of raw materials as well as finished products.

1.2 Inventory Management

Inventory is one of the most important current assets to anyorganizations. A huge portion of total capital is invested in inventory. It is amajor element of the firm to achieve desired level of sales. Inventorymanagement can be defined as management of the optimum number of items tobe stocked in the store for the certain period of time.Inventory management involves planning of the optimal level ofinventory and control of inventory cost supported by an appropriateorganization structure which is staffed by trained person and directed by topmanagement. It involves both financial dimensions as well as physicaldimensions and these dimensions are interrelated and can’t be looked inisolation.Inventories make a link between production and sale of a product.Generally inventories are used in manufacturing and non manufacturingcompanies. The forms of inventories exist in manufacturing companies are:
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- Raw materials- Work in process- Finished goods- Parts and suppliesRaw materials are those basic inputs which are generally purchased fromoutsiders and are converted into finished goods through the production process.Manufacturing firm holds raw material inventories for smooth productionoperation. Materials used in factory are traditionally classified as direct andindirect materials and part that can be directly identified with the unit cost offinished goods. Indirect materials are generally defined as the material used inthe manufacturing process which cannot be identified. They are only thesupporting material of the products. The level of raw material inventories isinfluenced by anticipated production, reasonability of production, reliability ofsources of supply and the efficiency of scheduling, purchasing and productionoperations.Work in process inventories represents the semi-finished goods. Theyinclude those materials that have gone committed to the production process buthave not been converted into finished goods yet. It is very difficult to separatewhich materials are in work in process and which are not because the samematerials may be raw materials for one industry and the same material may be awork in process as well as finished goods in other industries. It depends on thenature of production. The level of work in process inventories are stronglyinfluenced by the length of production period.
Finished goods inventories are those completely manufactured productswhich are ready for sale. In a manufacturing firm, they are the final output of theproduction process.Spare parts are those materials which are used in maintenance andrepairing functions and supplies are those materials which are used in operatingfunctions. Bolts, wheels, oil, lubricant, grease etc. represent the spare parts andsupplies.
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Manufacturing companies should have raw materials work in processand finished goods. The company, in which the processing procedure is long,keeps large amount of work in process. But commercial enterprises andwholesalers do not invest on raw material and work in process. They only keepfinished goods inventory.

1.3 Statement of the problemInventory is an essential element to the organization for generatingprofit. Generally inventory management covers from procurement of inventoryto its distribution. So, how much to purchase? When to purchase? By whichsupplier should we purchase? How to purchase? We have to consider all thesequestions seriously. After procurement of inventories we must consider howthey are well stored or maintain quality.Inventory management has a significant role in manufacturingorganization as well as service organization. In general, every business firmshould keep the stock so that they can get them whenever they require. But bothexcessive and inadequate inventories are not desirable. The main aim of theinventory management is to maintain optimum level of inventory. The optimumlevel of inventory lies between two danger points of excessive and inadequateinventories.  Excessive inventories indicate overinvestment which creates theproblem of unnecessary tie up of the firms fund; excessive costs, the risk ofliquidity and so on although it saves the cost on trade discount. Similarlyinadequate inventories are also dangerous. Inadequate raw materials and workin process interrupts frequent production and insufficient finished goods do notmeet the demand of customers regularly which is permanent to the firm becausecustomers shift immediately to competitor’s goods.  Therefore, both havenegative effect in profitability of the organization.For the success of the unit inventory management takes important rolebecause the cost of inventory directly affect the profitability of industry, but inNepal least attention has been given to this important segment.The research questions about the problem of the study are given below:
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1. What kind of inventory management system is being followed bythe J.K Soap & Chemicals Industries Pvt. Ltd?
2. What should be the optimum level of inventory to reduceinventory management cost?
3. What kinds of problem are faced by the J.K Soap and ChemicalsIndustries Pvt. Ltd. while conducting inventory managementsystem?
4. What would be the impact of inventory management on theprofitability of the company?

1.4 Objectives of the study

The main aim of the study is to identify the underlying constraints inexisting inventory management and control system and their impact on theprofitability of the J.K Soap and Chemicals Industries Pvt. Ltd. The specificobjectives of the study are given below:
I. To examine the existing inventory management system followedby the J.K Soap & Chemicals Industries Pvt. Ltd.

II. To analyze the techniques used by the company to determinelevel of inventory.
III. To identify the optimum level of inventory to reduce inventorymanagement cost.
IV. To identify the inventories and their consequences on profitabilityof the J.K Soap & Chemicals Industries Pvt. Ltd.

1.5 Significance of the study
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Inventory management is one of the most important functions in anorganization. No any organization can achieve its goal without effectiveinventory management. Only effective inventory management can helporganization to increase the profit. A little bit change in cost of inventory canbring a great change in the firm’s profitability.Inventory management is an important concern for all types of thebusiness. Every business organization however big or small has to maintainsome inventory. Inventory helps the company quickly responding to thecustomer demands which is an important element of competitive strategy.Inventories of finished off the correct items to meet the market at the differentpoint of the time within a reasonable, response time play an important role in acompany’s ability to compete in the market. Inventories of raw materials orpartially processed goods can help a company complete the production cycle ina much shorter time. Therefore, it is said that inventory for any organization is anecessary evil.It is not hidden from anyone that most of Nepalese organizations aresuffering from poor inventory management. It is rare case that a business canoperate in the absence of inventories. In practice, it is usually found necessary tomaintain inventories of raw material; semi finished goods and finished goods. Ithas already been started that inventory, plant capacity and labour can beregarded as inter changeable within limits. Generally this study is based oninventory management in J.K Soap & Chemicals Inds.The conclusion comes fromthis study will be useful to the J.K Soap & Chemicals Industry. Other researcherwill get benefit from this study.

1.6 Limitations of the studyEach research study has its own limitation. The study will have followinglimitations:(i) The study is concentrated on only the area of inventorymanagement of J.K Soap & Chemicals Industries Pvt. Ltd.
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(ii) Since this is the case study, the conclusion derived from the study isnot applicable in all types of organizations.(iii) This study covers only a period of seven years (2060/61 to 2066/67).(iv) The study is based on data provided from organization and otheravailable resources. Hence this study is based on secondary data aswell as primary data.(v) It’s not a comparative study of similar nature undertaking.

1.7 Organization of the studyThis study is divided into five different chapters which are given below:The first chapter consists of the introduction of the study, statement ofthe problem, objectives of the study, significance of the study, methodologyused, limitation of the study and scheme of the study.The second chapter is divided into two parts. The first part is concernedwith review of the concepts, theory of inventory management and frameworkfrom various books, journal and articles. The second part reviews previousrelated studies on inventory management.This chapter deals with research design, population and sample, natureand sources of data, data gathering procedure and tools and technologies usedfor gathering data.This chapter consists of presentation and analysis of data used in thestudy. This is the main body of the study which is presentation in the tabularand other form. Major findings are drawn after analysis and presentation of thedata. This chapter consists of summary, conclusion and recommendation of thestudy. Finally, bibliography and appendices are used.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter deals with review of literature regarding inventorymanagement. Only limited number of studies has been conducted in the field ofthe inventory management. But still the inventory management of J.K. SoapIndustries Pvt. Ltd. has not been studied. Therefore the researcher is not able tofind any literatures relating to this study. This chapter is mainly concerned withthe conceptual framework and review of literatures.
2.1 Conceptual FrameworkAfter the great depression of 1930s and before second Great world warthe American economy as well as world economy was plagued by capacityutilization, material shortage, inflation and high interest rates. That situationmade the mangers of the organizations pay much attention in inventory. So thevarious concepts and techniques have been developed in this regard.In this chapter, various terms, concepts and principles developed by theresearchers have been defined as used in this investigation. The terms such asordering cost, holding cost i.e., capital cost, operational cost (handling cost),spoilage & shortage cost, insurance cost & stock out cost under cost concept andeconomic order quantity (EOQ), ABC analysis, safety stock calculation, Re-orderlevel calculation & techniques in inventory valuation under technical approachhave been discussed in detail.
2.1.1 Inventory ManagementThe term inventory refers to assets, which will be sold in future in thenormal course of business operations. The assets that the firm stores asinventory in anticipation of need are raw materials, work in process (semifinished goods) and finished products.Inventory is an idle resource which is useable and has value. The idleresource may be man, material, plan requirement. Of course inventory is an item
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of current assets which is the most important for the successful run of anyenterprise whether it is commercial or manufacturing. Mainly raw material,semi-finished goods, finished products and parts and supplies are the forms ofinventory (Ahuja: 1993: P310).

Raw material inventory provides flexibility in the purchasing of rawmaterials. It is necessary to buy raw materials in line with its productionschedule. Conversely, raw materials inventory may be bloated temporarilybecause the purchasing department may take the advantage of quantitydiscounts. The level of raw materials inventories will be influenced byanticipated production, seasonality of production, reliability of sources of supplyand the efficiency of scheduling purchase and production operations. Example ofraw materials is flour for Bread Company, sugar for sweet industries etc.
A manufacturing company must maintain a certain amount of inventoryduring the production, the inventory is known as work in process. Work inprocess is materials they have been partly fabricated but are not yet completed.Work in process inventory is strongly influenced by the length of the productionperiod, which is the time between placing the raw materials in production andobtaining the finished product. Decreasing the production period can increaseinventory turnover. One means to accomplishing this is a new technique such asjust-in-time inventory management. Another means is to buy items rather thanmake them.
Finished goods inventory allows the firm flexibility in its productionscheduling and its marketing. The level if finished goods inventory is a matter ofco-ordination of production and sales. The financial manager can stimulate salesby changing credit terms or by granting credit to marginal risks. But whetherthe goods remain on the books as inventories or as receivables the financialmanager has to finance them. Many times, firms find it desirable to make thesale so that they are on a step nearer to realizing cash.
Inventory of parts and supplies includes spare parts such as bolt, knot,oil, lubricants, grease etc. these materials do not enter directly to the production
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but are most necessary for the production. Usually, these parts and supplies aresmall part of the total inventory and do not involve significant investment.Any sort of item that a firm kept in meeting the future requirement ofproduction and sale is called inventory. The basic reason for holding inventory isto keep up the production activities unhampered. It is neither physicallypossible nor economically justifiable to wait for the stocks to arrive at the timewhen they are actually required. Therefore, keeping of inventory is must for theefficient working of business unit (Jain, S.P. and Narang: 1994: P109).The term “Inventory Management” is composed of two different words‘inventory’ and ‘management’. Inventory is the stock of materials hold by a firmto meet its future requirement of production and sale. In other words, inventoryrefers to any stock hold by a company for smooth running of production andmarket operation. It is a kind of current assets in which huge part of workingcapital is invested. Therefore, inventory is essential for smooth running ofmanufacturing as well as trading firms. Lack of inventory affects not only thecontinuous production of goods but also affects smooth supply of finished goods.A manufacturing company generally holds four kinds of inventories namely, rawmaterials, work in process, finished goods and spare parts and supplies. Theneed of inventories is for the transaction motive, precautionary motive andspeculative motive.Management is an art, which is devoted for planning, directing, co-ordinating and controlling different activities to achieve the predetermined goal.Thus, inventory management can be defined as the planning, directing, co-ordinating and controlling of various activities which are concerned withinventory management.Capital investment is required for the holding of different kinds ofinventories. Excessive inventory increases the capital investment andinadequate inventory causes the obstacle in smooth running of production andmarket operation. So, excessive and inadequate is not desirable. Inventoryshould be maintained in appropriate level so as to avoid both under and overstock situation. Thus, main aim of inventory management is to avoid excessive
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and inadequate level of inventories and to maintain optimum level of inventoryfor the smooth production and sales operation.Therefore, inventory management is mainly concerned with minimizinginvestment on inventory on one hand and minimizing cost of inventorymanagement on other hand. Both physical as well as financial dimensions ofinventory should be managed effectively. The main duty of top levelmanagement is formulating plan and policies that will be helpful to maintainoptimum level of inventory investment for achievement of desired goal ( BoseDe: P350).Generally inventory management covers the function of:i. Purchasingii. Store keepingiii. Issuing and pricing
2.1.1.1 PurchasingPurchasing to a manufacturing company is of extreme importancebecause it has its own bearing on every vital factor concerning to themanufacture i.e. quantity, quality, efficiency, economy, prompt delivery, volumeof production etc. it is the scientific purchasing that can save much money, timeand efforts of the management.In manufacturing company "purchasing is the procuring of materials,supplies, machines, tools and services required for the equipment maintenanceand operation of the business," Purchasing must be of the right quality in properquantity delivering at the right time at the most favorable price from outsidecompany.In the words of industrial matter "purchasing is the procurement bypurchase of Alfred and Beauty. Principles of industrial the proper materials,machinery, equipment and supplies of stores used in the manufacture of aproduct adopted to marketing in proper quantity and quality at the proper timeand the lowest price consistently with the quality desired."
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In simple words, the task of purchasing is related to going the openmarket finding the desired materials at the lowest possible price and selectingthe supplier who offers it at that price taking the quality of the materials inmind.

2.1.1.1 a. Objectives of purchasingThe major objectives of scientific purchasing may be stated as follows:a. Procurement of required quality and quantity of materials at the best pricenot necessarily at the lowest priceb. Procurement of materials which best suit the product and the purposes forwhich they are intendedc. Purchasing for time utility by schedule, sufficiently in advance of the demandsof the production department so that the production work shall not suffer dueto lack of raw materialsd. Buying the quality, which is neither too much that involves belonging of thecapital nor too little that holds up the regular supply for productione. Improvement of the product with reference to quality and distribution bymeans of selection of adequate materialsf. Maintaining continue supply to ensure production schedule at a minimuminvestmentg. Avoidance of duplication of materials, leading to waste of materials andequipmenth. Maintenance of company competitive position in the market by havingcompany’s quality standards in accordance with the demands of theconsumersi. Creation of goodwill for the company through dealings with suppliesj. Developing fullest co-operation and co-ordination maintaining internalrelationship among various departments of the company.
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2.1.1.1 b. Purchasing proceduresThe main steps in purchasing procedure may be listed as follows:i. Purchase requisition: The initiation of purchase begins with the formalrequest from the various sections or department to the purchasedepartment to order goods. The request is made in purchase departmentby the departments needing the goods authorizing the purchasedepartment for procuring the goods as per specification given in the slipby mentioning date on it.ii. Decision of purchase: On receipt of the purchase requisition, thepurchase department the decides what and how much to buy taking intoconsideration of various limitations and constraints in purchasing thegoods. As far as possible the raw materials or plant and equipment, thenecessary permission should be taken from the authority concerned andthe finance department to release the fund.iii. Study of market condition and sources of supply: Having taking thedecision for the purchase of materials, the purchasing agent should studythe market condition on the basis of market reports as to when and whatgoods should be purchased. An intensive study should also be purchased.An intensive study should also be made in regard to the source of supplyfrom where the goods can be procured with the help of catalogues,directories, old records, pricelists of vendor and purchase records etc.iv. Selection of vendors:  On the basis of the studies of market conditionsand sources of supplier the purchasing agent selects the vendor keepingin mind the reliability, his price movement history, his delivery recordand other service required and his past co-operation. Sometimes supplieris selected out of the list of suppliers registered with the company for thesupply of goods or sometimes quotations or price bids or tenders areinvited from the prospective suppliers. Through the study of supply andthe quality and quantity of goods, a vendor is selected out of the biddersor tenderizer.
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v. Purchase order: After selecting the vendor, a purchase order is preparedin the prescribed form by the purchase department and sent to thevendor authorizing to supply specified quantity of quality of materials atthe stipulated terms, at the time and place mentioned therein. It forms aformal contract between the purchase and the vendor.vi. Receiving materials: When goods arrive they are taken delivery and timereceiving clerk checks material with the order placed by the purchasingdepartment to the vendor. After proper checking, goods should bedelivered to the store department or to other department thatrequisitioned them. On checking if any discrepancy is found as regards toquality or quantity, it should be referred to the purchasing department sothat discrepancy may be adjusted.

2.1.1.2 Store keepingMaterials form a high percentage of the cost of production of product. Itis therefore necessary to have a close watch in the proper use of the materials.The best method of maintaining materials properly is store keeping. Storekeeping is a service function in a manufacturing concern, which deals with thephysical storage of goods under the custodian of well-trained and experiencedperson termed as storekeeper. Raw materials are usually known as stores andthe place where such stores are kept is known as storeroom. Store keeping isthat aspect of inventory control, which is concerned with the physical storage ofgoods. The responsibilities of store keeping management are to receivematerials to protect them in storage from the materials in the right quantities atthe right time to the right place and provide these services promptly and at leastcost ( Maynard : P90).Storekeeping should be given due place in the organization otherwise thematerial handling will add to the cost of production. The importance of storekeeping has not been properly recognized by the manufacturing organization sofar. Many organizations spend lavishly on machines and wages while storekeeping is ignored and stores are housed in camped quarters, ill equipped and illventilated. Storekeepers are also ill paid in comparison to others in similar
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status. All these caused are responsible for wrong of short issue. Loss of stock ofraw materials, unexpectedly running out of stock and preparation or incorrectvouchers all these lead to theft and pilferage of stock and delay in production.

In the light of the above explanation storekeeping can be described as thekeeping of materials in stores in a scientific and systematic way.
2.1.1.2 a. Objectives of store keeping

i. Receiving, handling and issuing goods economically and efficiently
ii. Using the storage available space and labor effectively
iii. Protection of all goods in stores against all losses from fires, theft andobsolesce
iv. Minimizing the investment on inventories
v. Maintaining regular supply of raw materials at all times when properlyauthorized
vi. Facilitating regular supply of raw materials at all times when properlyauthorized
vii. Facilitating ordering of required materials

viii. Minimizing the inventory holding cost
To achieve the above objectives a firm generally uses different types ofcontrolling devices.

a. Bin cards: A bin card makes a record of the receipts and issue of materialsand is kept for each items of stores carried. The storekeepers maintain thesecards and he himself is responsible for any difference between the physicalstock and the balance shown in the bin card. These cards are used not only forrecording receipts and issues of stores but also assist the storekeeper to controlthe stock.
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For each item of store, minimum quantity, maximum quantity andordering quantity are stated on the card. By seeing the bin card the storekeepercan send the material requisition for the purchase of material in time.

b. Store Ledger: This ledger is kept in the costing department and is identicalwith the bin card except that receipts issues and balanced are shown along withtheir money values. This contains an account for every item of stores and makesa record of the receipts, issues and the balances, both in quantity and value. Thus,this ledger provides the information for the pricing of materials issued and themoney value of any item of each item of stores (Jain and Narang: 1991: P 237-239).
2.1.1.3 Issuing and pricing

Materials should be issued against materials requisition slip. The prices ofthe issues can be determined on the basis of cost price or market price.
2.1.2 Objectives of inventory management

Main objectives of inventory management are:a. To maintain large size of inventory for efficient and smooth production andsalesb. To maintain a minimum investment in inventories to maximize profitability.To achieve the above objectives inventory management should performfollowing functions (Panday: P395).
i. Continuous supply of raw material without obstruction forsmooth production operation
ii. Provide enough raw material to cope with the situationwhen there is lack of raw material supply and price changein future
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iii. Maintain enough finished goods inventory for effectivemarket operation and customer serviceiv. To minimize carrying cost and timev. To control investment inventories and maintain optimum level.

2.2 Classification of cost

Cost is certainly a considerable factor in purchasing, production andmaintaining inventory. To solve cost problem, the decision factors are when topurchase and how much to purchase at a time. The various factors should becomposed and are applied to use the mathematical techniques in order to get theoptimum and ideal inventory management system to bring the least costconsequence to the company. Lack of adequate knowledge regarding inventorypolicies to production manager and absence of formal records derives criticalsituation for economy purchase.The principle cost involved in maintaining inventory can be classified as:
i. Holding cost / carrying costCost incurred for maintaining a given level of inventory is called carryingcost. Carrying cost varies with inventory size. This behavior is contrary to thatordering cost which decline with increase inventory size. The carrying costincludes the cost incurred in the following activities (B.K:1994: P 39):

a) Opportunity cost or cost of capital
b) Warehousing cost
c) Handling cost
d) Clerical and staff
e) Insurance and taxes
f) Deteoriation and obsolesce
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Carrying cost is the first category of inventory management cost which isgenerally associated proportionally with the average value of inventory. Thetotal carrying cost is calculated as follows (Soleman: 1989: P181):Total carrying cost (TCC)= ( C%) (P) (AI)

Where,C%= Percentage of cost of carrying inventory which is calculated by adding thecost of capital tied up, storage, insurance and taxes etc. and dividing it by theaverage inventory value.P= Price per unit of inventoryAI= Average inventory in units i.e. order quantity (Q) divided by two plus safetystock (S) if any, assuming a constant rate of consumption of inventory.AI= Q/2 + S
ii. Ordering costOrdering cost is the entire cost of acquiring raw material. Ordering costincreases with the number of order. Thus, more frequently is the inventorypurchased, higher the firm’s ordering cost? On the other hand, if the firmmaintained large inventory levels there will be few order placed and orderingcost will be relatively small. Thus ordering cost decreases with increasing thesize of inventory. Thus ordering cost decreases with increasing the size ofinventory. The ordering cost includes the cost incurred in the followingactivities:

a. Purchase requisition
b. Purchase order
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c. TransportationIt is the second category of inventory maintenance cost. Generally thiscost is fixed in nature with some exception. This cost involves both fixed and

variable costs, assuming the ordering cost (O) if fixed per order, the totalordering cost is calculated simply by multiplying ‘o’ by the number of times to beordered per year. Therefore, total ordering cost is calculated as follows(Pradhan: 1992:P181):Total ordering cost (TOC) = (O) (N)= (O) (R/Q)Where,O = Cost of placing an orderN = Number of times to be ordered per yearR = Annual requirementQ = Quantity per order, where quantity per order is equal
iii. Safety stock cost:The third category of inventory cost is the cost of maintaining safetystock. At this point, it should be noted that (TCC) includes the cost of maintainingsafety stock, if TCC is using average inventory (AI). In other words,TCC = (C %) (P) (AI)Where,C% = Percentage of cost of carrying inventoryP = Price per unit of inventoryAI = Average inventory
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The cost of maintaining safety stock may be needed to calculateseparately to account for the cost of maintaining safety stock for some otherreasons. It is calculated simply by multiplying the carrying cost per unit by thesafety stock.Cost of safety stock (CSS) = (C %) (P) (S)Now we can calculate the total cost of maintaining inventory (TCMI) bysumming up all the cost. We can get TCMI by combining TCC, TOC andCSS(Pradhan: P 182).TCMI = TCC + TOC + CSS orTCMI = [(C %) (P) (AI)] + [(O) (N)] + [(C %) (P) (S)]Where,TCMI = Total cost of maintaining inventoryTCC = Total carrying costTOC = Total ordering costCSS = Cost of safety stockC% = Percent of cost of carrying inventoryP = Price per unit of carrying inventoryAI = Average inventoryN = Number of orders made during the yearS = Safety stockO = Cost of placing order.

2.3 Techniques of Inventory Management (Panday: 1989: P395)
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In managing inventories the firm’s objectives should be in consonancewith the wealth maximization principle. To achieve this firm should determinethe optimum level if inventory. Efficiently controlled inventories make the firmflexible. Inefficient inventory control results in unbalanced inventory andinflexibility. The firm may be sometimes out of stock and sometimes may pileunnecessary stocks, such situation increases the level of investment and makesthe firm unprofitable.To manage inventories efficiently answer to the following two questionsshould be sought:

i. How much should be ordered?
ii. When should be ordered?The first question how much to order, relates to the problem ofdetermining Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) and is answered by analyzing costof maintaining various levels of inventories. The second question when to orderarises because of uncertainty with replenishing time and is a problem ofdetermining the reorder level.

2.3.1 Economic Order QuantityThe question of how much to be ordered can be solved by the EOQtechnique. It always tries to balance the ordering cost and handling costs. Inother words, it suggests to the management to order those quantity which wouldleast expensive.This inventory control technique is widely used these days in manycountries irrespective of developed or developing nature. This model determinesthe optimal order quantity of an individual item of inventory given its forecastedwage, ordering cost and carrying cost (Panday: 1989:P395).
2.3.1.1 Ordering and carrying cost trade offThe optimum inventory size is commonly referred to as economic orderquantity. It is that size at which annual total cost of ordering and holding are theminimum. We can follow three approaches- the formula approach, trial and error
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approach and graphic approach to determine the economic order quantity(EOQ). We assume the total annual demand is known with certainty and usage ofmaterial is steady. Also ordering cost per order and cost per unit are to beconstant (Panday:1993:P759).To determine EOQ, different approaches have been illustrated belowrespectively.
2.3.1.2 Formula Approach

Where,EOQ = Economic Order QuantityR     = Annual RequirementO    = Ordering cost per orderC    = Carrying cost per unit
IllustrationTotal requirement (R) = 2000 unitsOrdering cost (O) = Rs 80 per orderCarrying cost (C) = Rs 2 per unitWe have,

= 400 units
2.3.1.3 Trial and Error Approach:
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The trial and error or analytical approach to resolve the order quantityproblem can be illustrated with the help of simple example:Total annual requirement (R) = 2000 unitsCarrying cost (C) = Rs 80 per orderOrdering cost (O) = Rs 2 per unitEconomic order quantity (EOQ) =?

Table 2.1

Total cost of various orders1 No of orders 1 2 4 5 8 102 Order size 2000 1000 500 400 250 2003 Average inventory 1000 500 250 200 125 1004 Ordering cost(Rs) 80 160 320 400 640 8005 Carrying cost(Rs) 2000 1000 500 400 250 2006 Total cost 2080 1160 820 800 890 1000Source: Annual ReportOn the above table 400 units is the economic order quantity where the total costis least i.e. Rs 800.Where,No. of order = R/QOrder size   = R/ no. of orderAverage inventory = order size / 2Carrying cost = CCPU x Average inventoryOrdering cost = No. of order x ordering cost per orderTotal cost = Ordering cost + carrying cost
2.3.1.4 Graphic Approach
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Total ordering cost curve is increased with the no. of orders increase butit reduces the carrying cost and vice versa. The point where the total cost curveis minimized represents the EOQ.Y Figure 2.1

Annual Total Cost Annual Carrying CostCost
Q Annual Ordering Cost
Order sizeThe above figure clearly shows the general behavior of carrying cost,ordering cost and total cost. The total cost line represents the sum of theordering cost and carrying cost for each order quantity. The minimum total costoccurs at point Q where total carrying cost equals the total ordering cost. Thesetwo costs react in opposite to each other for the changes in order size. As theorder size goes on decreasing, the total carrying cost also decreases but the totalordering costs goes on increasing with this. The opposite occurs when orderquantity increases.

2.3.1.5 Important assumption of Economic Order Quantity ModelAlthough EOQ is easier technique to solve the problem of how much topurchase at once but it has some limitations/ assumptions which are asfollows(Elwoods:P150):i.Average demands of materials are continuous and constant.ii.The lead time is constant. Although this assumption may be valid in manysituations, however lead times are often variable. The result of a variable lead

Graphic Approach of Economic Order Quantity
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time is that receipt of the order produces excess inventories when lead times areshorter than expected and stocks out situations when lead times are longer thanexpected. The basic model is not appropriate when lead times are variable.Further the deliveries for all ‘Q’ items are instantaneous rather than over time.iii.Independence between inventory items: The EOQ Model assumes thatreplenishment of one inventory item has no effect on the replenishment and anyother inventory item. This assumption is valid items are coupled together by acommon production plan.

iv.Purchase price and price parameter are constant.
v.The ordering quantity (EOQ) should be equal to the delivery quantities. Ifdelivers lost are smaller than the average inventories in the EOQ the model is nolonger remain valid.

2.3.2 Always Better Control (ABC) Analysis (Panday: 1994:P406-407)Most of the organizations have different types of inventories at a time. Allthe inventories do not have identical value and all the inventories can not betreated and controlled using equal management. So management has to payattention according to their values. For this, ABC technique has been developed.This ABC technique has been developed on the basis of ‘Thick on the bestand thin on the rest’. Under the ABC system materials are classified into threecategories: A, B & C. The high value items are classified as ‘A’ items, least valueitems are classified as ‘C’ items and ‘B’ items fall in between these two categories.The ABC analysis concentrates on important items and is also known as controlby importance and exception. As the items are classified in the importance oftheir relative value, this approach is also known as proportional value analysis.The following steps are involved in implementing the ABC analysis:a) Classify the items of inventories, determining the expected use in units and theprice per unit for each unit.
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b) Determine the total value of each item by multiplying the expected units by itsunit price.c) Rank the items in accordance with the total value, giving first rank to the itemwith highest total value and so on.d) Complete the ratios (percentages) of number of units of each item to totalunits of all items and the ratio of total value of each item to total value of allitems.e) Combine items on the basis of their relative value to form three categories A, B& C.The proportion of category A generally is 10-15% of total units of allitems but represents the highest value 70%. On the other hand, item ‘C’represents 55% of the total units and only 10% of the total value. Item ‘B’occupies the middle place. Item ‘A’ & ‘B’ jointly represent 45% of the total unitsand 90% of the investment. More than half of the total units are item ‘C’representing merely 10% of the investment.The significance of this analysis is that a very close control is exercisedover the items of ‘A’ group which account for a high percentage (70%) of costwhile less stringent control is adequate for category ‘B’ and very little controlwould be sufficient for category ‘C’ items.

Figure 2.2

Graphic presentation of ABC Analysis1009080706050403020 Item BItem A Item C
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100 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100Percentage of unitControl for class ‘A’ items: Close control is required for inventory itemsthat have high stock out cost & those items that account for a large fraction of thetotal inventory value. The closes control might be reserved for raw materials thatare used continuously in extremely high volume. Purchasing agents may arrangecontracts with vendors for the continuous supply of these materials at desiredrates. In such instances the purchase of raw materials is not guided by eithereconomical quantities or cycles changes in the rate of flow are made periodicallyas demand & inventory position changes. Minimum supplies are maintained toguard against demand fluctuations & possible interventions of supply.For the balance of class ‘A’ items periodic ordering, perhaps in a weeklybasis provides the necessary close surveillance over inventory levels variationsis usage rate are observed quickly by the size of each weekly order according tothe periodic system or optimum system. Also because of the close surveillance,the risk of a stock out is small. Nevertheless, buffer stocks that provide excellentservice level will be justified for items having large stock out costs.Control for class ‘B’ items: These items should be monitored andcontrolled by a computer based system with periodic reviews by themanagement. Many of the models discussed in this chapter are relevant for theseitems. However model parameters are reviewed less often than with class.Control for class ‘C’ items: Class ‘C’ items account for the great bulk ofinventory items and carefully designed but routine controls should be adequate.A re-order point system does not require a physical stock evaluation. Such as thetwo bin systems will ordinarily sufficient. For item action is triggered wheninventories fall to the re-order point. If usage changes order will be triggeredearlier or later than average, providing the needed compensation semi annualreview of the system parameters should be performed to update usage rates,estimates of supply lead times & costs that might result in changes in EOQ. Aperiodic review at a long interval can also be used (Richardmomd: 1969:P396).
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2.3.2.1 Advantages of ABC Analysis (Jain and Narang: 1995:P243-244)1. A strict control is exercised on the items, which represent a high percentage ofthe material costs. Managerial time is spent on ‘A’ items where as ‘C’ items andsometimes ‘B’ items can be handled by clerical staff with least managerialsupervision. Equal attention to all the items of stores is not desirable because it isexpensive.2. Investment in inventory is reduced to the minimum possible level because areasonable quantity of ‘A’ items representing a significant portion of the materialcosts is purchased to reduce investment in materials, close control of ‘A’ itemscontribute much more than close control of ‘C’ items.3. Storage cost is reduced as a seasonable quantity of materials, which accountfor high percentage of value of consumption, will be maintained in the stores.
2.3.3 Safety Stock CalculationThe proper amount of safety stock to maintain depends on several things.The great the uncertainty associated with forecasted demand for inventory thegreater the safety stock of the firm will wish to carry, all other things remainingthe same. Similarly, the greater the uncertainty of lead time to replenish stock,the greater the risk of running all of stock and the more safety stock the firm willwish to maintain all other things being equal. Another factor influencing thesafety stock decision is the cost of running out of inventory. The company beingout of raw material and inventories results delay in production. How much doesit cost? When production closes down temporarily? And where fixed costs arehigh this cost will also be quite high? The cost of running out of finished goods iscustomer dissatisfaction. It is because of low quality, no regular supply of goods& high price. It not only will lose immediate sale but also endanger the futuresale, if customers take their business elsewhere. Although this opportunity costis difficult to measure, it must be recognized by management & shouldincorporate into the safety stock decision. The greater the cost of running out ofstock, the greater the safety stock will be wished to maintain, all other thingsbeing the same.The cost of carrying additional inventory is very costly to the firm. If itwas not the case a firm could maintain whatever safety stock it required to avoid
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all possibility of running out of inventory. The greater the cost of carryinginventory the more costly it is to maintain a safety stock, all other things beingequal. Determination of the proper amount of safety stock involves balancing theprobability & cost of a stock out against the cost of carrying enough safety stockto avoid this possibility. Ultimately the question reduces to the probability ofinventory stock out management is willing to tolerate (Vanhorne:1990:P449).Safety stock can be determined using statistical methods in differentsituations.1. on the situation when demand rate varies:Safety stock = Lead time (Maximum demand rate – Averagedemand rate)2. On the situation when both demand rate and lead time fluctuate:Safety stock = (Maximum lead time x Max. demand rate) –(Average lead time x average demand rate)3. On the situation lead time varies demand uniform:Safety stock = (Maximum lead time – Average lead time) x demand rate
2.3.4 Re-order Point CalculationThe problem how much to order is solved by determining the economicorder quantity (EOQ) but the second problem when to order is solved bydetermining reorder point.If order is placed when the stocks are over then there is always a chancethat the firm may face the situation of storage. Another alternative is to place anorder before the stock is completely exhausted i.e. to order in advance. Again todetermine the appropriate time when the order should be placed in advance is adifficult exercise. If an order is placed too early then it may result in piling up ofinventory for the longer period and if it is placed too late then this may result inshortages. Both these situations are not in the interest of the firm. The problem isknown as ‘when to order’ & is very difficult for any organization. In other words,the choice of appropriate point at which an order to replenish the inventory at
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which re-order should be placed is known as re-order level or re-order point(Goel: 1990: P294).Three items of information are needed input to determine the re-orderpoint subsystems which are given below:
o Usage rate: This is the rate per day at which the items are consumed inproduction or they are sold to customers.
o Lead time: This is length of time between placing an order & receiving thegoods.
o Safety stock level: This minimum level of inventory may be expressed interms of several days’ production and sales.Safety stock is necessary for an uncertain demand of the customers. The demandfor goods may fluctuate day by day or from week to week, if the actual usage orsales go up &n delivery of goods is delayed. The provision of safety stock makesthe organization able to face the problem of stock out. Hence, re-order point iscalculated as follows:Re-order point = Lead time x Average usage + Safety stock
2.3.5 Determining Critical levels

Maximum stock level (Jain and Narang :1995: P231)This represents the maximum quantity of an item of material which canbe held in stock at any time. Stock should not exceed than this level at any cost.The quantity is fixed so that there may be no over stocking. Over stocking shouldbe avoided because of the following disadvantages:a. Overstocking of materials unnecessarily blocks working capital whichcould be profitable lying unutilized somewhere else.b. Overstocking of materials will need more go down space so more rent willhave to be paid.c. There may be loss due to obsolesce on account of overstocking.d. There are chances of deterioration in quality because large stocks willrequire more time before they are consumed.e. There may be fear of depreciation in market values of the overstocking ofmaterial.The maximum stock level is fixed by taking into account the following factors:
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i.Amount of capital available for maintaining storesii.Go-down space availableiii.Rate of consumption of the material during the lead timeiv.The time lag between indenting & receiving of the materials.v.Possibility of loss in stores by deterioration & evaporationvi.Cost of maintaining stores.It can be calculated by following formula:Maximum stock level = Re-order level + Re-order quantity – (Minimum usage xMinimum delivery time)

Minimum stock level (Jain and Narang: 1995: P231)This presents the minimum quantity of the material which must bemaintained in hand all times. The quantity is fixed so that production may not beheld up due to shortage of the material. In fixing this level the following factorsare taken into consideration:i.Lead time i.e. time lag between indenting and receiving of the material. It is thetime required to replenish the supply.ii.Rate of consumption of material during the lead time.iii.Nature of material: Minimum level is not required in case of a special againstcustomer specific order.It can be calculated by following formula:Minimum stock level = ROL – (Normal consumption x Normal re-order period )Where,ROL = Re-order levelNormal consumption = Maximum consumption + Min.cons.2Normal re-order period = Max. delivery period + Min. delivery period2
Danger stock levelThis represents a level at which normal issues of material be stopped andissues are made only under specific instruction. The purchases officer will makespecial arrangements to get the materials which reach at their danger levels. So
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that the production may not stop due to shortage of materials. Danger stock levelcan be calculated by following formula:
Danger stock level = Average consumption x Max. re-order period for emergencypurchase
2.3.6 Inventory valuationIn any firm different goods are purchased at different time at differentprice rate. But the problem to assign value to these goods, emerged to identifythe position of current assets of the firm. Balance sheets of the firm should showtrue and fair view of the financial position of the firm. For these purpose assetsincluding inventory should be properly valued to exhibit a true and fair view.True profits cannot be calculated unless assets are properly valued.The false valuation of the inventory directly affects the profit. If inventoryis valued at a lower value than actual, the profit will decrease and as resultshareholders would get fewer dividends. On the other hand, if inventory isvalued more than actual value, the profit would be increased and theshareholders will receive more dividends, a part of which would then be paid outof capital to be insolvent. Moreover, under or over valuation of inventory will notonly affect the appearing result these for the next period but will also affect thesefor the current period will become opening stock for the next period.Valuation of inventories affects profit of the year. Therefore, method ofvaluation of inventory should not be changed year to year to enable comparisonof profit of valuation of the inventory are as follows:
2.3.6.1 Specific identification methodThis method requires that each unit in inventory to be identified with theparticular time it be purchased. This is easiest when the items have serialnumber or are distinguishable by module, color or size because account must beable to identify the particular item in order to find the date of purchase. This issuited to low volume high cost item such as automobile, boat, fur-coat, jewelryetc.( Jain and Narang: P2.62)
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2.3.6.2 First In First Out (FIFO) MethodIn this method the earlier lots of materials or goods purchased of goodsmanufactured are exhausted first and closing stock is out of the latestconsignment received or goods manufacturing and is valued at the cost of suchgoods. In other words, cost of goods sold is calculated keeping in view theearliest lots exhausted on the presumption that units are sold in the order inwhich they were acquired. Similarly, the ending inventory is valued at the unitcost of most recent acquisitions, which means that the units assumed to beincluded in the cost of goods sold had been purchased earlier (Shrestha: 1980:P161-164).
2.3.6.3 Last in Last out (LIFO) MethodAs in first in first out method, latest consignments of materials areexhausted first under this method. Therefore, closing stock is valued at the costof the earliest lot on the other hand the cost of goods sold is based on the cost ofrecently purchased goods (Jain and Narang: P 2.64).
2.3.6.4 Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)This method assumes that goods are removed from the beginninginventory and purchase group in proportion to the number of units in thesegroups. This method is widely used by organization that holds items in inventoryfor long period of time. The price is obtained by the total quantity of item inhand.
2.3.6.5 Inflation price methodUnder this method, closing stock is valued at a price higher than actualcost to provide normal loss.
2.3.6.6 Higher In First Out (HIFO) MethodThis method is based on the assumption that closing stock of items alwaysremains at the minimum value. So lots of the higher cost of materials purchasedor goods manufactured are exhausted first. As this method always under valuesthe stock it is not popular. It is based in the monopoly products and cost plusproduct as well.
2.3.6.7 Market price methodMarket price either is the replacement price or the realizable price. Thereplacement price is used in case of items that are held in stock for use in
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production while realizable price is used in respect of the items that are kept instock for sale. This method of valuation of stock is followed when the marketvalue is lower than the cost so that possible losses may be provided for. Thismethod can also be successfully used for the valuation for obsolete items of stockfor a long time (Jain and Narang: P2.70).
2.4 Just In Time InventoryThe management of inventory has become very sophisticated in recentyears. In certain industries the production process lends itself to ‘just in time’inventory control. As the name implies, the idea is that inventories are acquiredand inserted in production at the exact times they are needed. This requiresefficient purchasing, very reliable suppliers and efficient handling system. Onething that has made this possible is the advent of instant information throughsophisticated computer networks (Vanhorne: 1990:p450-451).
2.5 Inventory and the financial manager (Vanhorne: P450-451)The inventory control methods give us a means for determining anoptimal level of inventory, as well as how much should be ordered and when.These tools are necessary for managing inventory efficiently and balancing theadvantages of additional inventory against the cost of carrying it. Computershave opened new words to inventory control and operation research has manyapplications to inventory management. Monitoring amounts and tied up ininventories are the important aspect of this.Although inventory management is not the direct operating responsibilityof the financial manager, the investment of funds is inventory is an importantaspect of financial management. Consequently, the financial manager must befamiliar with ways to control inventories effectively. The greater the opportunitycost of funds invested in inventory and the lower the optimum level of averageinventory and the lower the optimal order quantity, all others things holdconstant. The EOQ model also can be useful to the financial manager in planningfor inventory financing.When demand or inventory is uncertain the financial manger may try toeffect policies that will reduce the average lead time required to receiveinventory, once an order is placed. The lower the average lead time, the lower
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will be the safety stock needed and the lower the total investment in inventorywill be, all other things held constant. The greater the opportunity cost of fundsinvested in inventory, the greater the inventory to reduce this lead time. Thepurchasing department may try to find new vendors that promise quickerdelivery, or it may pressure existing vendors to deliver fasting. The productiondepartment may be able to deliver finished goods faster by producing a smallerfun. In other case, there is a tradeoff between the added cost involved in reducingthe lead time and the opportunity cost of funds tied up in inventory.The financial manager is also concerned with the risks involved incarrying inventory. The major risk is that the market value of specific inventorieswill be less than the value at which they were acquired. Certain types ofinventory are subject to obsolesce, whether it is in technology may take andelectronic component worthless. A change in style may cause a retailer to selldresses at substantially reduced prices. Other inventories such as agriculturalproducts are liable to physical deterioration, of course, inventories will have tosell at lower and lower prices, all other things being the same. In other situations,the principle risk is that of fluctuations in market price. Some types of inventorysuch as copper are subjected to rather wide price swings. The financial manageris perhaps in the best place to make an objective analysis of the risks associatedwith the firms’ investment in inventories. These risks must be considered indetermining the appropriate level of inventory the firm should carry.The opportunity cost of funds is the link by the financial manager triesinventory management to the overall objectives of the firm. In this regard,inventory can be treated as an asset to which capital is committed, as any capitalbudgeting project. Different items of inventory may involve different risks andthese differences can be incorporated into an analysis of risk, similar to that forcapital budgeting. We know that greater the efficiency with which the firmmanages its inventory, the lower the required investment and the greater theshareholders wealth, all other things being the same.
2.6 Review of Related StudiesSome studies have been made in the subject of inventory management buta few studies have been gone on. Some studies will be reviewed in this chapter.
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Balika, Radha Kumari (1996), has conducted the study of Hetauda CementFactory Ltd. She found that Hetauda Cement Factory Ltd. was in the problem ofoverstocking of raw material and work in process. She suggested this might bedue to the inefficient management system of inventories. Due to this fact sheconcluded that the production and sales plan of the factory was not practicableand realistic.A study has conducted by Risal (1997) regarding inventory managementof Agriculture Input Corporation (AIC). He concluded that inventorymanagement was not based on scientific methods. Use of scientific method ofinventory management in non-uniform inventory consumption pattern frequentfluctuations in the exchange rate of imported inventory components.Kshetry (1998), has suggested that AIC should attempt to use thescientific models like EOQ, reorder point, ABC analysis etc so that inventoryproblems whether it is overstock, under stock, out of stock will be solved. As aresult AIC can deliver the regular supply of chemical fertilizers at the rightquantity at reasonable price at the right place.A study on inventory management in Himal Cement Company Limited hasconducted by Singha Raj Basnet (1999) expressed his view that in reality thiscompany is not applying the different method or techniques of inventorymanagement. To manage its inventory effectively a firm should use differenttools & techniques like EOQ, ABC analysis, reorder level etc. in inventorymanagement which minimizes the inventory cost, consequently will result intopositive profitability. There is no proper & up to date improvement in inventorymanagement system in HCCL. So it is better to pay attention by top levelmanagement to overall management of purchasing production, sales & financialdimensions by which HCCL will run in profit in future.Pandey, Ram Saran (2000), has expressed the need of good inventorysystem to maintain a suitable level of inventory in order to meet corporationsrequirement on time. The rules for maintaining proper stock of inputs arenecessary to know the answer about how much to buy and when to buy. Themodels, examples and formulas are necessary for every business to reduceunnecessary cost of the inventory. Moreover, the unnecessary costs involved in
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carrying and carrying cost can be reduced to a certain level by the use of models,formulas etc.Lila Bahadur Dhital (2001),has conducted research work on the topic ofinventory management ( A Case Study of Nepal Food Corporation). The mainobjectives of the study were to highlight the NFC’s policies and objectives,functions and activities. To analyze the various related variables like purchase,sales, sales food quota of NFC. The findings of the study are under food grainspurchasing the domestic purchase are more fluctuated and greater than import.The relationship between edible careal production and requirement isfluctuated in year after year because of production fluctuation in NepaleseKingdom.Sigdel, Saroj (2002) has reported the agriculture Input Corporation (AIC)procures through inviting global tender, negotiation, aid/assistance from donoragencies & countries, and negotiation/ agreement between two governments.However, AIC prefers procurement through inviting global tender as otherprocedures are less reliable and costly compared to this. AIC is not applying thescientific models of inventory management. They are ordering chemicalfertilizers in lots of 1000 to 2000 M. Ton without considering EOQ that ease thesupply. There is also no evidence of taking generally 3 to 6 months to receive asorder after the order placement; Reorder point was also not fixed. Regardingbuffer stock, although the AIC have capacious warehouses throughout thecountry, it remains out of stock in season and over stock in off-season. AIC wasalso not using ABC analysis.Yadav, Surenda Prasad (2003), has conducted a research work oninventory management of manufacturing public enterprises (A Case Study ofJanakpur Cigarette Factory Ltd. ). He set some objectives which are as below:a) To study the present practice of collection and procurement procedure ofraw      materials  in Janakpur Cigarette Factory.b) To analyze the present position of inventory in Janakpur CigaretteFactory.c) To provide the suggestion and recommendation on the base of study.
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Pradhan (2004) conducted a study for master degree thesis on significance ofinventory management of Nepalese manufacturing enterprises. He hadconducted the ratio of inventories to total assets computed for selected non-financial Nepalese enterprises. One of the important finding was to invest anaverage, about 22 percent of total assets in the form of inventories in 2000/01 byNepalese enterprises indicates that larger amount of money has to be invested inthe form of inventory. Hence, the inventory management has greatersignificance.Bhandari, Rohit Bikram (2005), has conducted a research on the topic ofinventory management in production company (A Case Study of AgricultureLime Industry).He set some objectives which are as below:To review the management of inventory raw material, work in progress andthe finished products.a) To study the present practice of collection and procurement of raw materials.b) To evaluate the incurrence of cost in inventory.c) To analyze the present position of inventory management in agriculture limeindustry.Miyan (2006), has conducted a thesis work on inventory management (A CaseStudy of Gorkhapatra Corporation). The study has extracted some problems thatthe Corporation is not following any scientific tools and techniques to control andmanage inventory systematically still the Corporation is running at profit. TheCorporation has required inputs are estimated and economic order size, marketprice of inputs and unit price are fixed on the basis of annual requirements. It hasalso required materials are to control for lack of planning and unsystematicmethods of recording cost. Lead time is not consideration till this date.Limbu, Hang Narayan (2007), has conducted a research work on inventorymanagement ( A Case Study of Salt Trading Corporation). He set some objectiveswhich are as below:a) To examine the practice of inventory management functions (i.e.procurement or acquisition of goods. Storing of goods, issuing the goodsfrom stores etc.)b) To analyze the position of inventory levels and its trend in Salt TradingCorporation.
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c) To analyze relationship of inventory with net sales, net profit, purchasesand interest expenses.Gupta, Bimal Prasad (2008), has performed a research work on inventorymanagement system of Nepalese Newspaper Companies. He set some objectiveswhich are as below:a) To identify present inventory position of Nepalese Newspaper Companies.b) To examine the technique of purchase cycle of raw materials of NepaleseCompanies.c) To analyze the inventory management and control system.d) To compare the annual demand of raw material and EOQ of NepaleseNewspaper Companies.e) To identify the inventory trend of Nepalese Newspaper Companies.Mainali, Shiva Kumar (2008), has conducted a research work on the topic ofinventory management and its impact on working capital management of UnilevelNepal Ltd. He set some objectives which are as below:a) To identify the present inventory position of Unilever Nepal Ltd.b) To know the relationship of sales and inventories.c) To identify the problem faced by the Unilever Nepal Ltd. in the managementof inventory.d) To assess the inventories and their consequences on profitability of UnileverNepal Ltd.

CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research is a careful search or inquiry into any subject matter, which is anattempt to discover to find out proposed information or relationship that wouldbe useful for further application. Therefore, research is that systematic and indepth study of any particular topic or subject or area of investigation whichincrease knowledge or improve scientific knowledge. Research methodology is asystematic way to solve the research problem. It refers to the various sequentialsteps to be adopted by a researcher in studying a problem with certain objectives
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in view. In other words, research methodology describes the method andprocess to be followed during the research work.1The major objective of this study is to analyze the inventory managementof J.K Soap& Chemicals Industries. This study tries to focus on how the idealinventories of the soaps major raw materials could be maintained and how theprocurement system could be economic and effective.
3.1 Research DesignThe research design is plan structure and, the strategy for investigationresearch design for this study will be more analyzing in the sense that it willconcentrate on analyzing the management of inventory item-wise separately, toprecise its causes and effects in other areas. In other words, the research designis the plan structure and strategy for investigation of the facts in order to arriveat conclusion. The plan is the overall scheme of program of research. It includesand outlines of what the investigation will do from writing the hypothesis andtheir operational implication to the financial analysis of data (Wolf Howard K.and Pant, Prem R.).The study focuses on the quantitative aspects of effectiveness of inventorymanagement and theoretical prescriptions are elaborated, whenever necessary.In this respect, the present study has followed the descriptive as well asanalytical, approach to achieve the objectives.This study entitles ‘Inventory Management of J.K Soap and ChemicalsIndustries’ deals with procurement, sales and distribution procedure, trends ofinventory management of J.K Soap and Chemicals Industries, which were thevariables under the study, so the analytical and descriptive research have beenapplied as research design.
3.2 Population and SampleThere are large numbers of manufacturing companies in Nepal but onlyone company J.K Soap Industries has been selected for this study purpose. Even
1 Kothari C.R. , Research methodology, Methods and Techniques, Willey Eastern Limited, edition, New Delhi 1990, P-10
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though various raw materials are used for producing different types of soaps inthis company but in data analysis only three materials are used for calculatingEOQ and ROL.
3.3 Nature and sources of dataInformation is the lifeblood of any research. Both primary and secondaryinformation have been used to achieve the objectives of this study. Primary dataare based on questionnaire, informal interview as well as unstructured dialoguesand discussions with staffs of J.K Soap Industries. The secondary data werecollected from:
 Studying and analyzing the balance sheet
 Studying and analyzing available unpublished records
 Reports and financial statement of the factory

3.4 Data Gathering ProcedureSecondary data were directly collected from various sources mentionedabove especially from official records of the company as well as publishedfinancial statements. Primary data were collected with a view to support theinformation collected from various secondary sources. All the gathered data havebeen used according to need and requirement of this study.
3.5 Data Period CoveredThe study covered the period of seven years i.e.2060/61 to 2066/67.
3.6 Analytical ToolsCollected information has been presented in suitable forms like graphs,tables, figures and charts. For the analysis of collected data various inventorymanagement model have been used whenever necessary. The inventory modelsare listed below:a) Economic Order QuantityThe economic order quantity may be defined as that level of inventoryorder that minimized the total cost associated with inventory management. EOQcan be determined by following way:
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I. Formula MethodII. Table MethodIII. Graphic Methodb) Re-order LevelThe re-order level is defined as the level of inventory at which an ordershould be placed for replenishing the current stock of inventory and it should beappropriate so the cost associated with the inventory will be minimum.

c) Trend AnalysisThe trend lines describe the average relationship between the two series.In fact, there is no difference between the lines of the best fit and the regressionlines. The term line of the best fit is generally used, when X- series related to timeand Y- series related to the value of the variable. If both X and Y series arevariables, the line of best fit is known as line of regression. The equationdescribing the regression lines is called regression equation.Y = a + bXWhere,Y= the estimated value of Y for given value of X obtained from the line ofregression of Y on Xa= Intercept or mean value of Yb= Slope of trend lines/ rate of changeX= Time (in time series analysis)a=b=Where ,a = Regression constant (Intercept)b = Regression coefficient of change∑Y = Total value of dependant variable∑XY= Total value of the product of items in the two series∑X2 = Total value of the sum of the times in X-series
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Here, the trend analysis of purchase, sales, inventory, raw materials, workin process, finished goods and purchase of raw materials are calculated to findout the future trend by the help of past data.

CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

The basic objective of this study is to analyze the present practice ofinventory management system in J.K Soap & Chemicals Industries. To achieve thesaid objective, collected data and information are analyzed in this chapter byapplying inventory management tools and techniques.
4.1 Purchasing Procedure Practice in J. K Soap Inds.Purchasing is the first important function of inventory management. So itrequires different types of raw material such as palm acid oil, palm fatty oil, soapstone powder, salt, caustic soda and soap color for the production of differenttypes of soaps.J.K Soap & Chemicals Inds. needs regular supply of different types of rawmaterial for the continuous production operation. Required raw materials for thefactory are purchased by using following purchasing procedures.
4.1.1 Collection of RequisitionPurchasing manager of the company collects the purchase requisition slipfrom the store department for all items of regular use.
4.1.2 Decision for purchaseOn the receipt of the purchase requisition, the purchase departmentdecide what & how much to buy?The level of purchasing raw material directly affects the investment oninventory & cost associated with inventory which ultimately affects theprofitability rate of the company. So the company should determine appropriatepurchase quantity of raw material to minimize the investment on inventory &cost associated with it. To cope with this situation company may apply the EOQ
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model to determine the appropriate purchase quantity of material. But in J. KSoap EOQ model of inventory management is not in practice.
4.1.3 Selection of SuppliersRequired raw materials for the company are not locally available so thecompany has to import most of the raw materials from India, China, Malaysia andAustralia. For the selection of supplier, company should invite bids or tendersfrom listed suppliers and on the studying the terms of supply and the quality,quantity and price of goods supplier should be selected out of bidders ortenderizers. But sometimes company has imported required material directlyfrom a registered supplier without inviting bids or tender by opening L. C.
4.1.4 Purchase orderAfter selecting supplier, a purchase order is prepared by the purchasedepartment and sent to the vendor authorizing him to supply a specified qualityand quantity of materials at the stipulated terms, time and place mentioned in it.
4.1.5 Receiving and inspecting materialsWhen materials are arrived they are received and checked by receivingclerk against the order placed by the purchasing department to vendor. Afterproper checking materials are delivered into the store departments. On checkingif any discrepancy is found as regards to quality and quantity, it is immediatelyreferred to the purchasing department to adjust the discrepancy. But sometimes,the purchasing department has not tried to adjust the discrepancy as regardingto quality and quantity.
4.2 Store Control Device Practice in J. K Soap Inds.Store keeping function includes the function of keeping the materials inthe store and keeping their movements. The cost of materials holding in the storedirectly affects the total cost associated with holding inventories. To minimizethe cost of holding material in the store all company use different types ofcontrolling devices like bin cards, store ledger and ABC analysis technique.
4.2.1 Bin cardsJ. K Soap & chemicals Inds. is using the bin cards in the form of loosesheets to keep the complete records of the receipt and issues of each item of
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material in terms of quantity as well as balance quality. In the loose sheet eachitem of stores, minimum level, re-order level, re-order quantity are applied. So byseeing the loose sheet, the store keeper can send the material requisition for thepurchase of material in time. Appendix 1 shows the sample of bin cards used inJ.K Soap and Chemicals Inds.
4.2.2 Store ledgerThe company is maintaining store ledger to keep the complete record ofeach item of material purchase, issues and balance in term of quantity as well asin term of value. Appendix 2 shows a sample of store ledger used in J.K Soap andChemicals Inds.
4.2.3 ABC AnalysisSelective inventory technique (ABC Analysis) is common for all to controlinventories in the store. It classifies the material in the store to three groups sothat effective control over the materials can be exercised. But the J. K Soap &Chemicals Inds. Has not classified the material in different groups for controlpurpose. It is seen that company has given equal attention to high value as wellas less value and non critical materials. This attitude leads to increase theholding cost of inventory and investment on inventory.The reason for not applying ABC Analysis to control the inventory in storemay be due to the management is unknown about its advantages. If the companywants to minimize the holding cost of inventory and investment on inventory,the company should use ABC analysis techniques.
4.3 Issuing materialMaterials should be issued against materials requisition slip. The pricingof the issues can be determined on the basis of cost price or market price. In caseof J. K Soap& Chemicals Inds. inventory of different stock is valued at cost price.
4.4 Inventory Management Analysis
A) ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITYPalm Acid Oil
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Annual requirement = 1890000kgMaterial cost = 1890000× 28= Rs52920000Ordering cost per order1. L/C charge =Rs 41002. Bank charge =Rs16003. Clerical staff =Rs290004. Transportation cost =Rs105300Total = Rs 140000Carrying cost1. Insurance               =Rs1170002. Storage cost           =Rs3916953. Spoilage                   =Rs280004. Interest on capital=Rs150000Total                   = Rs686695Carrying cost per kg = =Rs 0.36 per kg
1) Calculation of EOQ (Formula method)

EOQWhere,EOQ = Economic order quantityR      = Annual requirementO      = Ordering cost per orderC      = Carrying cost per kgBy fitting above mention data in EOQ formula
EOQ =1212435.57 kg

= = 1.56 timesi.e. two times in a year.The above calculation shows that the economic order size should be1212435kg where the combination of carrying cost and ordering cost are
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minimum. So, if the company wants to minimize the inventory cost the companyshould place an order of 1212435kg at a time or place two orders in a year.
2) Calculation of EOQ (Table method)

Table 4.1Order size, average inventory, ordering cost, carrying costand total cost

Source: Annual ReportWhere,Order size= Total requirement/No. of orderAverage inventory= Order size/2Ordering cost= Total cost of an order ×no. of orderCarrying cost = Carrying cost per kg × no. of orderThe above table shows that the carrying cost, ordering cost and totalinventory cost of respective order size and no. of order. According to table, if thecompany placed only one no. of order in a year for 1890000kg of palm acid oil,the ordering cost, carrying cost and total inventory cost will be Rs 140000,Rs340200 and Rs480200 respectively. If the company placed 2 no. of order in ayear for 1890000kg of palm acid oil by splitting two equal halves, the orderingcost, carrying cost and total inventory cost will be Rs280000,Rs170100 andRs450100 respectively. If the company placed 3 no. of orders in a year for1890000kg palm acid oil the ordering cost, carrying cost and total inventory costwill be Rs420000, Rs113400 and Rs533400 respectively. If the company placed4 numbers of orders in a year for 1890000kg palm acid oil the ordering cost,carrying cost and total cost will be Rs560000, Rs85050 and Rs645050respectively. If the company placed 5 numbers of order in a year for 1890000kgpalm acid oil by dividing into 5 equal halves the ordering cost, carrying cost andtotal cost will be Rs700000, Rs68040 and Rs768040 respectively.

No. of order 1 2 3 4 5Order size(kg) 890000 945000 630000 472500 378000Average inventory 945000 472500 315000 236250 189000Ordering cost(Rs) 140000 280000 420000 560000 700000Carrying cost(Rs) 340200 170100 113400 85050 68040Total cost(Rs) 480200 450100 533400 645050 768040
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From the above table, the ordering cost (Rs280000) and carrying cost(Rs170100) at 2 numbers of orders are nearly equal and it is the minimum costof inventory (Rs450100). So the economic order quantity is 945000kg and orderto be placed in a year is 2. If the company placed only 1 number of order in a yearfor 1890000kg palm acid oil, total cost will be (Rs140000+ Rs340200) Rs480200 which is exceed by (Rs480200-Rs450100) Rs30100 than 2 numbers in ayear. If the company placed 3 number of orders in a year for 1890000kg palmacid oil by dividing 3 equal halves, the total cost will be (Rs420000+Rs113400)Rs533400 which is exceed by (Rs533400-Rs450100) Rs83300 than 2 number oforder in a year. If the company placed 4 numbers of orders in a year for1890000kg  palm acid oil by dividing 4 equal halves the total cost will be(Rs560000+Rs85050) Rs645050 which is exceed by (Rs645050-Rs450100)Rs194950 than 2 no. of order. Likewise, if the company placed 5 number of orderin a year for 1890000kg palm acid oil by splitting into 5 equal halves, the totalcost of inventory will be very much more than the total inventory cost of EOQ. Soit is clear that if the company tends to minimize the inventory cost andinvestment on inventory, the company should place 2 orders in a yeari.e.945000kg at a time.

3) Calculation of EOQ (Graphic Method)Y Figure 4.1

Economic Order Quantity

Costs                                                                            Carrying cost

Q
Order SizeAs we know that the total carrying cost increases as the order size increasesbecause on an average a large inventory level will be maintained and ordering

Ordering Cost

Total Cost
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cost decreases with increase in order size because the large order size meansless number of order. The behavior of total cost differs with order size. The totalcosts decline in the first stage and then they start rising when the decrease inordering cost is more than offset by the increase in carrying cost. In figurecarrying cost, ordering cost and total cost are plotted in vertical axis and ordersize in horizontal axis. The carrying cost line is gradually increases with theincrease in order size and ordering cost line gradually decreases with theincrease in order size. These two cost lines intersect at a certain point in thefigure i.e. Q which is the minimum cost combination of inventory. In this pointthe total cost of inventory becomes minimum which is the respective order size.If the company increases or decreases the order size, the inventory cost will behigher.
B) REORDER LEVEL

Palm Acid OilMaximum usage rate = 5000kg/dayMaximum lead time   = 42 daysWorking days               = 250days/year
Calculation of Reorder level (RL):RL  = Maximum usage rate ×maximum lead time= 5000× 42 = 210000kg

From the above calculation when the level of inventory reaches to210000kg another new order should be placed. By the use of economic orderquantity formula we have calculated the EOQ 945000kg and number of order tobe placed 2 times in a year. So the new order for 945000kg palm acid oil shouldbe placed after 125 days of the first order when the level of inventory reaches to210000kg.
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4) Annual requirement and annual purchase of palm acid oil in term of

quantity (kg)

Table 4.2Showing annual requirement and annual purchase of palm acid oil (kg)Fiscal year Annual requirement(AR) Annualpurchase (AP) % Change (AP-AR)/AR×1002060/61 1715000 1829000 6.652061/62 1793000 1907000 6.342062/63 1825000 1939000 6.252063/64 2164000 2258000 4.342064/65 1306000 1505000 15.242065/66 1903000 2052000 7.832066/67 2522000 2534000 4.76Source: Annual reportsThe above table shows the annual requirement and annual purchasemade by the company on different years. Both annual requirement determinedby the company and purchase made by the company is increasing anddecreasing over the study period. If annual requirement of palm acid oil iscompared with actual purchase made by the company, it is observed that theactual purchase always exceed the annual requirement of palm acid oil over thestudy. In F.Y 2060/61 annual purchase of palm acid oil exceed annualrequirement by 6.65%, in 2061/62 it was 6.34%, in 2060/61 it was 6.25%, in2061/62 it was 4.34% and so on.
A) ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY

Palm Fatty Acid OilAnnual requirement = 430000kgMaterial cost =430000× 33= Rs 14190000Ordering cost per order1. L/C charge =  Rs40002. Bank charge = Rs15003. Clerical charge = Rs280004. Transportation cost = Rs86500
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Total = Rs 120000Carrying cost1. Insurance = Rs1100002. Storage cost = Rs3500003. Spoilage = Rs 165004. Interest on capital = Rs 90000Total = Rs 566500Carrying cost per kg = =Rs 1.32 per kg

1) Calculation of EOQ (Formula method)

EOQ =Where,EOQ = Economic order quantityR    = Annual requirementO    = Ordering cost per orderC    = Carrying cost per kgBy fitting above mention data in EOQ formula
EOQ ==279610kga) Calculation of no. of order to be placed in a yearNo. of order =

= = 1.54 timesI.e. near about 2 times in a year.From the above calculation, it shows that the economic order size shouldbe 279610kg where the combination of carrying cost and ordering cost areminimum. So if the company wants to minimize the inventory cost the companyshould place an order of 279610kg at a time or place two orders in a year.
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2) Calculation of EOQ (Table method)

Table 4.3Showing order size, average inventory, ordering cost, carrying cost andtotal   costNo. of order 1 2 3 4 5Order size(kg) 430000 215000 143333 107500 86000Average inventory 215000 107500 71667 53750 43000Ordering cost(Rs) 120000 240000 360000 480000 600000Carrying cost(Rs) 283800 141900 94600 70950 56760Total cost(Rs) 403800 381900 454600 550950 656760Source: Annual reportsWhere, Order size = Total requirement/ no. of orderAverage inventory = Order size/2Ordering cost = Total cost of an order× no. of orderCarrying cost = Carrying cost/ kg × average inventoryFrom the above table, it shows the carrying cost, ordering cost and totalcost of respective order size and no. of order. According to the table if companyplaced only one no. of order for 430000kg palm fatty acid oil, the ordering cost,carrying cost and total cost will be Rs120000, Rs283800 and Rs403800respectively. If the company placed 2 no. of order in a year for 430000kg palmfatty acid oil by splitting into two equal halves, the ordering cost, carrying costand total cost will be Rs240000, Rs141900 and Rs381900 respectively. Ifcompany placed 3 no. of order for 430000kg palm fatty acid oil, the orderingcost, carrying cost and total cost will be Rs360000, Rs94600 and Rs454600respectively. If the company placed 4 no. of order for 430000kg palm fatty acidoil, the ordering cost, carrying cost and total cost will be Rs480000, Rs70950and Rs550950 respectively. If the company placed 5 no. of order for 430000kgpalm acid oil, the ordering cost, carrying cost and total cost will be Rs60000,Rs56760 and Rs656760 respectively.From the above table 4.3 it is found that the relationship between twodifferent costs is significantly opposite. The ordering cost increases/ decreases
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with the number of order and carrying cost increases/ decreases with the ordersize. When the no. of order increases the ordering cost increases but thecarrying cost decreases and vice-versa. Whenever these two costs reachesnearly equal, the inventory cost will be the lowest and the respective order sizewill be the economic order quantity.From the above table 4.3, the carrying cost and ordering cost at secondno. of order are minimum cost of inventory i.e.Rs381900. So the economic orderquantity is 215000kg and no. of order to be placed in a year is two. If thecompany placed only one order for 430000kg palm fatty acid oil the total costwill be Rs403800 which is exceed by ( Rs 403800-Rs 381900) Rs21900 than thetotal cost of two orders in a year. If the company placed three no. of order for430000kg palm fatty acid oil the total cost will be Rs454600 which is exceed by(Rs 454600- Rs 381900) Rs 72700 than the total cost of two no. of order in ayear. If the company placed four no. of order in a year for 430000kg palm fattyacid oil by dividing into 4 equal quantities, the total cost will be Rs550950 whichis exceed by (Rs550950-Rs 381900) Rs169050 than the total cost of two no. oforder in a year. So it is clear that if the company tends to minimize the inventorycost, the company should place two orders in a year for 430000kg.
B) REORDER LEVEL

Palm Fatty Acid OilMaximum usage rate = 2150/ dayMaximum lead time   = 30 daysWorking days               = 250 days/ year
Calculation of Reorder Level (RL):RL = Maximum usage rate × maximum lead time= 2150 × 30 = 64500kgFrom the above calculation when the level of inventory reaches to64500kg another new order should be placed. By the use of EOQ table we havecalculated the EOQ 215000kg and no of order to be placed 2 times in a year. Sothe new order for 215000kg palm fatty acid oil should be placed after 125 daysof the first order when the level of inventory reaches to 64500kg.
Annual requirement and annual purchase of palm fatty acid oil in term of

quantity (kg)
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Table 4.4Showing annual requirement and annual purchase of palm fatty acid oil (kg)1. Fiscal year Annualrequirement(AR) Annualpurchase(AP) % Change (AP-AR)/AR×1002060/61 131000 145000 10.692061/62 133000 147500 10.902062/63 183000 197000 7.652063/64 256000 450000 75.782064/65 1090000 1199000 102065/66 788000 948900 20.422066/67 433000 452400 4.48Source: Annual reportsThe above table 4.4 shows the annual requirement and annual purchasemade by the company on different fiscal years. Both annual requirementdetermined by the company and purchase made by the company is increasingand decreasing over the study period. If annual requirement of palm fatty acidoil is compared with actual purchase made by the company, it is observed thatthe actual purchase always exceeded the annual requirement of palm fatty acidoil over the study. In F.Y 2060/61 annual purchase of palm fatty acid oilexceeded by 10.69%, in 2061/62 it was 10.90%, in 2062/63 it was 7.65%, in2061/62 it was 75.68 and so on.

A) ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY

Caustic sodaAnnual requirement = 520000kgMaterial cost (Qty× price) = 520000×31.06 = Rs 6151200Ordering cost per order1. L/C charge                  = Rs40252. Bank charge = Rs15753. Clerical staff                = Rs287504. Transportation cost = Rs 95650Total                      =Rs 130000
Carrying cost
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1. Insurance                 = Rs 1140002. Storage cost             = Rs310603. Spoilage                    = Rs3900004. Interest on capital = Rs100000Total                      = Rs635060Carrying cost per kg = = Rs 1.22 kg

1. Calculation of EOQ (Formula method)

EOQ =
Where,EOQ = Economic Order QuantityR     = Annual requirementO     = Ordering cost / orderC     = Carrying cost / kgBy fitting the above mention data in EOQ formula
EOQ == 332895.89 kg332896 kga) Calculation of no. of order to be placed in a yearNo. of order =

= = 1.56 timesi.e. near about 2 times in a year.The above calculation shows that the economic quantity should be332896kg where combination of carrying cost and ordering cost are minimum.So if the company needs to minimize the inventory cost the company shouldplace an order of 332896 kg at a time or place two order in a year.
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2) Calculation of EOQ ( Table method)

Table 4.5Showing order size, average inventory, ordering cost, carrying cost andtotal cost

Source: Annual reportsWhere,Order size = Total requirement/ no. of orderAverage inventory = Order size / 2Ordering cost  = Total cost of an order × no. of orderCarrying cost = Carrying cost / kg × average inventoryThe above table 4.5 shows the carrying cost, ordering cost and total costof respective order size and no. of order. According to table, if the companyplaced only one no. of order in a year for 520000kg caustic soda, the orderingcost, carrying cost and total cost will be Rs130000, Rs317200 and Rs447200respectively. If the company placed 2 no. of order in a year for 520000kg causticsoda by splitting into two equal halves, the ordering cost, carrying cost and totalcost will be Rs 260000, Rs 158600 and Rs 418600 respectively. If the companyplaced 3 no. of order in a year for 520000kg caustic soda the ordering cost,carrying cost and total cost will be Rs390000, Rs105734 and Rs495734respectively. If the company placed 4 no. of order in a year for 520000kg causticsoda the ordering cost, carrying cost and total cost will be Rs520000, Rs 79300and Rs599300 respectively. If the company placed 5 no. of order in a year for520000kg caustic soda by dividing into 5 equal halves the ordering cost,

No. of order 1 2 3 4 5Order size (kg) 520000 260000 173333 130000 104000Average inventory 260000 130000 86667 65000 52000Ordering cost (Rs) 130000 260000 390000 520000 650000Carrying cost (Rs) 317200 158600 105734 79300 63440Total cost (Rs) 447200 418600 495734 599300 713440
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carrying cost and total cost will be Rs650000, Rs 63440 and Rs 713440respectively.From the above table 4.4, the ordering cost (Rs260000) and carrying cost( Rs158600) at 2 no. of order are nearly about equal and it is the minimum costof inventory i.e. Rs 418600. So the economic order quantity is 260000kg andorder to be placed in a year is 2. If the company placed only one no. order in ayear for 52000kg caustic soda, the total cost will be (Rs130000+ Rs317200)Rs447200 which is exceeded by (Rs 447200- Rs 418600) Rs 28600 than 2 no. oforder in a year. If the company placed 3 no. of order in a year for 520000kgcaustic soda by dividing 3 equal halves, the total cost will be (Rs 390000+Rs105734) Rs495734 which is exceeded by (Rs495734 – Rs418600) Rs 77134than 2 no. of order in a year. If the company placed 4 no. of order in a year for520000kg caustic soda by dividing 4 equal halves the total cost will be (Rs520000+ Rs79300) Rs599300 which is exceeded by (Rs 599300-Rs418600)Rs180700 than 2 no. of order. Likewise, if the company placed 5 no. of order in ayear for 520000kg caustic soda by splitting into 5 equal halves, the total cost ofinventory will be very much more than the total inventory cost of EOQ. So it iscleared that if the company tends to minimize the inventory cost and investmenton inventory, the company should place 2 orders in a year i.e. 260000kg at atime.
B) REORDER LEVEL

Caustic sodaMaximum usage rate = 2600kg/dayMaximum lead time   = 36 daysWorking days               = 250 days / year
Calculation of Reorder Level (RL):RL = Maximum usage rate × maximum lead time= 2600 × 36 = 93600kgFrom the above calculation it is found that when the level of inventoryreaches to 93600kg , another new order should be placed. By the use of EOQtable we have computed EOQ 260000kg and no. of order to be placed 2 times in
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a year. So the new order for 260000kg caustic soda should be placed after 125days of the first order when the level of inventory reaches to 93600kg.
Annual requirement and annual purchase of caustic soda in term of

quantity (kg)

Table 4.6Showing annual requirement and annual purchase of caustic soda (kg)

Source: Annual Reports
The above table 4.6 shows the annual requirement and annual purchasemade by the company on different fiscal years. Both annual requirement anddetermined by the company and purchase made by the company is increasing

Fiscalyear Annualrequirement(AR)
Annualpurchase(AP)

% Change (AP-AR)/AR×100
2060/61 533000 565450 6.092061/62 460000 555000 20.652062/63 537500 600000 11.632063/64 560000 655000 16.962064/65 498000 530450 6.522065/66 560000 600000 7.142066/67 492000 592000 20.33
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and decreasing over the study period. If annual requirement of caustic soda iscompared with actual purchase made by the company it is observed that theactual purchase always exceeds the annual requirement over the study. In F.Y2060/61 annual purchase of caustic soda exceeded annual requirement by6.09%, in 2061/62 it was 20.65%, in 2062/63 it was 11.63%, in 2063/64 it was16.96% and so on.
4.5 Trend AnalysisTrend analysis was made in order to analyze the growth rate of various aspectsof related to inventory management. This was basically done with the help ofpast data and used to forecast the future. Different aspects of inventorymanagement for which trend analysis were made as presented below.
4.5.1 Trend analysis of purchasePurchase is the process of acquiring something necessary to run thecompany. Purchase includes the acquisition of essential inputs as well as otherstationeries and goods for the efficient functioning of management. This alsoincludes the acquisition 22of spares and parts of plants.

Table 4.7Trend analysis of purchaseFiscal year T X(T-4) X2 Purchase (Y) (inmillion Rs) XY Trend valueYc= a + bX2060/61 1 -3 9 119.73 -359.19 122.772061/62 2 -2 4 130.31 -260.62 126.812062/63 3 -1 1 158.32 -158.32 130.852063/64 4 0 0 85.28 0 134.892064/65 5 1 1 160.23 160.23 138.932065/66 6 2 4 140.14 280.23 142.972066/67 7 3 9 150.23 450.69 147.01∑X=0Source: Annual ReportsWhere,a =
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b =

Figure 4.2Trend analysis of Actual purchase
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Trend values for the study period show the steady increase ofactual purchase throughout the period. But actual value of purchase wasdeviated from the trend value. Huge gap between the trend value and actualvalue was recorded in year 2063/64 followed by 2066/67. Interestinglytrend value and actual values were closer for each alternate year of 2060/61and 2061/62.

4.5.2 Trend analysis of sales

Ultimate goal of any manufacturing industry is to produce the productand make it available in market for sale. Thus, sales are always associated
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with the manufacturing industries, which ensure the inflow of money toindustry.

Table 4.8Trend analysis of sales

Source: Annual Reports

Figure 4.3Trend analysis of sales

Fiscal year(X) Sales(in million Rs) Trend value2060/61 123.07 122.982061/62 128.79 129.272062/63 148.39 135.562063/64 117.78 141.852064/65 158.80 148.142065/66 155.88 154.432066/67 160.22 160.72
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The table 4.8 and figure 4.3 shows the picture of actual sales and trendvalue of sales. Sales were also increasing at steady rate during the steadyperiod. It had increased from 122.98 for the year 2060/61 to 160.72 for theyear 2066/67. However the actual value remained above trend value for theyear of 2060/61, 2062/63, 2064/65 and 2065/66. Besides this for the year2061/62, 2063/64 and 2066/67, actual value lied below trend value.

4.5.3 Trend analysis of purchase of raw materialsRaw material is the fundamental and basic requirement for anyprocessing industry to run it smoothly. Even though the seven years datashown the declining trend in purchase of raw material, rise and fall inpurchase was observed for given period.

Table 4.9Trend analysis of purchase of raw materialFiscal year(X) Purchase of raw material (inmillion Rs) Trend value
2060/61 62.09 63.06
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2061/62 74.44 68.772062/63 63.77 74.482063/64 86.66 80.192064/65 82.07 85.92065/66 100.15 91.612066/67 92.16 97.32Source: Annual reports

Figure 4.4Trend analysis of purchase of raw material
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Purchase of raw material (in million Rs)      Trend valueSource: Table 4.9The table 4.9 and figure 4.4 shows the trend value and actual value of rawmaterial purchase for the study period. The actual value remained abovetrend value for the year 2061/62, 2063/64 and 2065/66 but for the year2060/61, 2062/63, 2064/65 and 2065/66 actual value remained belowtrend value.
4.5.4 Trend analysis of inventoryInventory is all the possession of industry. Inventory constitutes theimportant part of current assets. Thus, the shortage of required inventory
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may result into irregular production, high manufacturing cost, unfavorablelabor variation. Therefore, the inventory must be in optimum position.

Table 4.10

Trend analysis of inventory

Source: Annual reports

Figure 4.5

Trend analysis of inventory

Fiscal year (X) Inventory(in million Rs) Trend value2060/61 8.09 9.092061/62 7.85 9.432062/63 7.10 9.782063/64 12.28 10.122064/65 10.09 10.472065/66 12.87 10.812066/67 12.57 11.16
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The table 4.12 and figure 4.5 shows the trend value and actual value ofinventory for the study period. Inventory of J. K soap had been increasedfrom 8.09 million during 2060/61 to 12.57 during 2066/67 signifying theincreasing trend.

4.5.5 Trend analysis of work in processWork in process simply constitutes the product at various stages ofprocessing before it became the finished goods. It serves as an indicator forneed of capital for inventory.

Table 4.11Trend analysis of work in processFiscal year(X) Work in process ( in million Rs) Trend value2060/61 0.08 0.185
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2061/62 0.31 0.182062/63 0.12 0.1752063/64 0.34 0.172064/65 0.04 0.1652065/66 0.19 0.162066/67 0.14 0.155Source : Annual reports

Figure 4.6Trend analysis of work inProcess
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The table 4.11 and figure 4.6 gives the picture of actual work in processand its trend value. There is slightly increase and decrease in work inprocess for the given period of 2060/61 to 2066/67. However, fluctuationwas observed during the period.

4.5.6 Trend analysis of finished goods
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Trend analysis of finished goods reflects the trend of production of thecompany. The actual value of finished goods was found increasing for theyear 2060/61, 2061/62, 2063/64 and 2066/67 and decreasing for the year2063/64, 2064/65 and 2065/66 (Table 12 and Figure 4.7).

Table 4.12Trend analysis of finished goodsFiscal year(X) Finished goods(in millionRs) Trend value2060/61 1.22 1.352061/62 1.94 1.452062/63 1.12 1.552063/64 2.19 1.652064/65 1.13 1.752065/66 1.37 1.852066/67 2.57 1.95Source: Annual reports

Figure 4.7Trend analysis of finished goods
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4.6 Major findings of the studyOn the basis of data presentation and their financial and statistical analysis ofJ.K soap & chemicals Inds. Pvt. Ltd, the major findings related to this study aregiven below:1. Required raw materials are for the production of different types soapsare imported from foreign countries like Malaysia, China, Australia andIndia.2. Letter of credit is used to import raw materials from from foreigncountries.3. The store control device adopted by J. K Soap is Bin card and storeledger. The company has not applied ABC analysis techniques tocontrol various types of inventory in the store.4. The company has not determined the Re-order level, maximum stocklevel and minimum stock level.5. There is not cost classification system so there is difficult to determinethe ordering and carrying cost.
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6. The company has not followed scientific inventory managementtechnique i.e. Economic Order Quantity model for purchasing differenttypes of raw material.7. The company has purchased more raw material than the requirement.8. The investment on inventory of J. K Soap is very large and the value ofinventory is increasing year to year as compared to the production andsales.9. The company’s purchase position for different types of raw materialsis highly differing from year to year.10. The average actual inventory cost is higher than that of the economicinventory cost. Thus the company should make economic order size tominimize the inventory cost.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 SummaryJ. K. Soap & Chemicals Inds. Pvt. Ltd. is a manufacturing company whichwas established on 24th Falgun 2054 under Company Act 2049. It supplies thequality product at right time in a reasonable price. To earn profit it is necessaryto run the company efficiently, economically and profitably. To ensure thissituation in J. K Soap Inds. The efficient management of inventory takes vital
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role. So this study is concerned with in what extent the company is applying theinventory management techniques to minimize the cost of inventory, whichdirectly affect the price of product.Most of manufacturing and trading companies invest a huge amount ofmoney in the form of inventory. J.K Soap Inds. is being the manufacturingcompany invests huge amount of capital in form of inventory and cost ofcarrying inventory is higher out of total inventory cost. The cost of inventorydirectly affects the cost of production and profitability of company. It meansslight reduction in cost of inventory decreases the production cost andultimately increases the profitably at remarkable rate. For this, the efficientmanagement of inventory is desirable.This study is based on the inventory management of J. K Soap &Chemicals Inds. Pvt. Ltd. It is done with a view of solving the problem arises onachieving the objectives of the J. K Soap. Here the main objective of the study isto analyze the inventory practices and to analyze the inventory managementsystem followed by J. K Soap. To make this study, the related literatures havebeen reviewed. Review of literature gives the concept of inventorymanagement and frameworks from various books, journals and articles.The basic objective of the study is to examine the management ofinventory in J. K Soap Inds. To fulfill the objective as described, appropriateresearch methodology has developed. It consists the research design,population and sample, nature and method of analysis. In order to carryout thestudy data have been basically collected from secondary sources such as annualreport, official report and financial statement provided by J. K Soap Inds. Theprimary data is also collected from direct interview with concerned staffs of thecompany to find out the problem of company and then the collected data aretabulated and presented as the stated methodology. Then the analysis has beenmade using the descriptive analysis of inventory management and othersanalytical tools. This study covers only seven years of financial data i.e. from2058/59 to 2064/65. It is also used the various inventory tools to analyze theavailable data.Descriptive analysis consists of the purchase procedure practice in J. KSoap Inds, store control device practice and issuing materials. Inventory
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management analysis is done by the analysis of AR and AP. The company haspoor estimation of AR. So the company should make the purchase budget. Thecompany does not purchase the raw material based on the economic orderquantity. So if company wants to minimize the inventory cost the companyshould use EOQ model.To find out the future trend, the trend analysis of purchase, sales,purchase of raw material, inventory, work in process and finished goods hasbeen done.
5.2 ConclusionThe growing number of corporations in Nepal is facing problemsof inventory. Due to lack of proper inventory policies, there are manycorporations where large amount of capital has been blocked up and very littlemeasures have been taken to manage the inventories on the basis of inventorydecision models and techniques that have so far developed. The main objectiveof this study is analyzing the inventory management practices of J.K Soap Inds.and problem faced by this company in the management of inventory. For thepurpose of this study the data and the necessary information were collectedfrom the records and annual reports provided by the company.J. K Soap & Chemicals Inds. has applied only bin cards and storeledger as the inventory control techniques but not applied the ABC analysis.The company does not classify the inventory cost into carrying cost andordering cost. The company does not follow the economic purchase order sothe total cost of carrying and ordering inventory is higher. By the analysis,actual inventory cost is greater than the economic order size of inventory cost.By the overall analysis it can be concluded that J. K Soap Inds. Pvt.Ltd. should maintain the economic order size which helps to minimize theinventory cost and to increase the profit of the company.
5.3 RecommendationBy analyzing the available data, some findings were extracted.Based on the major findings it may be appropriate to make some suggestionsand recommendation for proper management of inventory in J.K Soap Inds.Some of the recommendations based on the major findings are as follows:
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1. Production plan should be prepared for different types of soapswith proper co-ordination and co-operation among the planning,sales, marketing department to avoid the excessive investment inthe production goods.2. Purchase plan should be prepared for different types of rawmaterials by seeing production plan and with the proper co-operation and co-ordination among purchasing, storing, marketing,sales and other concern departments to avoid the huge investmentin the raw materials.3. In purchasing procedure, purchase manager should maintain allthe necessary records keeping in mind the most importantobjectives of the purchase department i.e. purchasing rightquantity and quality of material at the cheapest rate at proper timeto help smooth running of the production functions.4. Once material received by the store, it is issued by the concerneddepartment as per the quantity demanded in the requisition frompreviously provided to the store department.5. The scientific management technique should be applied by thecompany for purchasing different types of raw material so as tomaintain optimum level of inventory and to minimize the totalinventory cost.6. Re-order, maximum level and minimum level for each types ofmaterials should be maintained by the company to avoid the overstocking of materials.7. The selective inventory model (ABC analysis) should be applied bythe company for the control of the inventories in the store. ABCanalysis divides the inventory into three groups i.e. ABC accordingto their usage values helps to apply proper control for differentgroup of inventory, minimize the investment of inventory andminimize the cost of storage.8. Lower investment on inventories in relation to total assets maycreate immediate crisis in the side of production in short duration
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unfavorable circumstances. Therefore it is necessary to maintainthe adequate level of investment on inventories.9. For the timely supply of inventory items, reliable supplier shouldbe selected and J. K Soap Inds. Should do appropriate action tothem who does not follow the term and condition as stated in thecontract.10. The recruitment and selection procedures of efficient personnel forhandling inventory should be unbiased and then the company willbe able to the efficient and skilled technician and also the companycan provide the training on inventory management.11. The top level management should be strict in the management ofthe inventory and should visit stores frequently.
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APPENDIX-IBin card of J. K Soap & Chemicals Industries PrivateLimited, Butwal Mate Code: …….FolioBIN CARDNo: ……….. Location: ……….Description:

Date Reference Receipt Issued Balance Signature

Minimum level ……                   Re-order level ……               Re-order quantity……
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APPENDIX-II

Store ledger of J. K Soap & Chemicals Industries Private

Limited, Butwal

Purchase consumption during the period of 20.. to 20..
Stock Ledger

Date Ref. No. Received Issued Closing balance
Qty. Rate Amt. Qty. Rate Amt. Qty. Rate Amt.

Opening balance
Adjustment of


